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Do you want to get into wedding photography? As the person in charge of capturing once-in-a-
lifetime memories for the wedding couple, the wedding photographer carries a huge amount of
responsibility. Gary Howard has photographed thousands of weddings and has a career
spanning over four decades. Learn from his experiences and understand all that is involved in
the wedding photography business BEFORE you shoot your first wedding. If you are willing to
put in the hard work and possess photographic talent, the wedding photography business can
be an exciting way to make a living.



How To Become A Wedding PhotographerByGary HowardWithCindy Bracken About the
Author: In 1967, Gary Howard was a young lieutenant in the U.S Air Force who, as part of his
duties, was in charge of the base graphics art shop. He wanted to get some pictures of his new
baby daughter and went to one of the artists who was knowledgeable about photography and
asked how to shoot and develop film. He became fascinated with the process and found himself
in the base photo hobby shop every night learning everything he could about the craft.In 1968,
he won the Air Force annual service wide photo contest and started a winning streak that ran for
16 years in a row. In 1969, he photographed his first wedding and applied to the Air Force for
training as a precision photographic services officer. In1970, he attended the USAF precision
photographic school with a class of new photography majors from Rochester Institute of
Technology, and graduated number one in the class. He subsequently commanded photo units
on three continents. While in the Air Force, Gary was constantly approached by people who
knew of his skills and wanted him to photograph weddings and family portraits, and seeing as
how he loved to do that kind of work, he opened a studio in 1972 with his wife Dolly as owner /
operator so that there would be no conflict of interest with the Air Force. This first studio was in
Austin, Texas.In the late 1970s, Gary and Dolly moved the studio into what was then Austin’s
only exclusive bridal shop and they became two of Austin’s leading wedding photographers,
sometimes photographing as many as eight weddings on a single weekend. In 1982, they won
the trophy from the Texas Professional Photographers Association for the best wedding
photography in the state of Texas.Late in Gary’s military years, Dolly developed a severe case of
rheumatoid arthritis, and they were forced to cut back on their wedding work.Because of Dolly’s
health, the couple moved to the warm Rio Grande Valley where Gary continues to do
photographic work. His main client was the Marine Military Academy, where was in charge of
their publicity photographs, yearbook portraits and social event photography. He joined the
faculty and developed their photography program, a program that he still runs today. An old
remodeled church building has become Gary’s new studio. Gary converted from film to digital in
2001, and is as excited about where it is going as he was about that first picture he developed in
1967. Introduction:My wife and I photographed our first wedding for free in the late 1960s and
began doing weddings on a regular basis from our home studio. We knew nothing about the
business side of running a studio and made just about every business mistake a young couple
could make running a small business. It was a good thing that I had a regular income from my
salary as a precision photographic services officer in the United States Air Force, or we would
have probably gone out of business very quickly.In the late 1970s, we moved our studio inside of
Austin’s only exclusive wedding shop at the time. We stopped counting the number of weddings
we had photographed once that number exceeded 1,000. In the early 1980s, a wedding we
photographed won the trophy from the Texas Professional Photographers Association for the
best wedding album of the year. Getting from that first free wedding to wedding of the year was a
long hard road, and much of what we learned came from working very hard, if not always very
smart.The purpose of this book is to help you use our experience to learn tried and true ideas



without the long hard learning curve and assorted problems that you might face otherwise. I will
tell you everything that worked for us. I will tell you about those things that caused us problems,
and the solutions we came up with to solve those problems.At first look, photographing
weddings looks like the very best way to break into professional photography. A large
percentage of brides want professional quality photo documentation of their wedding and many
have sizable expendable incomes. There are some brides who would think nothing of spending
between three and five thousand dollars to cover the event. I personally do not believe that most
photographers in small town situations will find too many brides willing to spend this much, but
there are lots of brides who will be willing to pay $1000 or more for complete coverage.The
decision to enter wedding photography should be made only after seriously considering the
realities of weddings. All brides hope that this will be a “once in a lifetime” thing and will not be
happy with less than a first class job that covers the entire day.The bride expects photographs
that capture the storybook feelings and emotions of the day with pictures of everyone she
considers to be important. Even though brides want that kind of coverage, they will be nervous,
and some, when they get nervous, become giggly and silly (or on the opposite side, mean and
crabby!) and become so engrossed with the wedding that they may not be willing to do what is
needed to pose for flawless photographs. Their emotions will be running high and they may have
words with friends and family. There may be strong disagreement between what the bride wants
and what her parents may want to pay for. They may want you to just do journalistic style
photographs and not want to cooperate with the photographer. The grooms may also be nervous
and may be somewhat embarrassed to be modeling in a tuxedo and therefore not be happy
about being photographed. Some men get downright hostile when they get nervous, and this
(coupled with too much to drink) can make the photographer’s job difficult to say the least.The
worst thing is that in spite of all the above, your failure to deliver what the client wants could very
well result in a visit to a lawyer who would sue you for many times the fee you were going to
charge for your services.My worst case would be a wedding I did where the bride and her
mother had a terrible fight resulting in the bossy mother telling off everyone from the priest to the
organist. The organist got mad and walked out. The bride had red eyes from crying and the
groom was a little too drunk to be in shape to model for great wedding shots. That wedding was
one of the highest grossing weddings I ever did, but only because of the people skills and pre
planning that my wife and I had done before the wedding.Why am I telling you this? Because
you do not want to get into this business unless you have strong people and photography skills,
good equipment (both primary and back up), a plan for all contingencies (which I will help you
establish), an air tight contract that states what you will provide and what the limit of your liability
will be, a detailed planning session that covers everything you are going to do and how you are
going to do it with the help of the bride and groom and the person who is paying for the services,
the patience of Job and the tenacity of a bulldog!You will be expected not to be bossy but to
control the situation, to be pleasant no matter how bad the wedding party is behaving and to
deliver technically perfect pictures of a snow white dress against a jet black suit with all shades



of gray in perfect order. This is not an easy thing, but if you cannot do this then the wedding
business is not for you.One last thing, if you are not willing to charge enough for your services, it
is just not worth it. Having said all of that, it is not impossible if you have a plan. Let’s work on the
plan. For the most part, the order of these steps is unimportant, but you need to do them all to
have a successful business. First Step: Get the needed equipment. 

The purpose of this book is to help you use our experience to learn tried and true ideas without
the long hard learning curve and assorted problems that you might face otherwise. I will tell you
everything that worked for us. I will tell you about those things that caused us problems, and the
solutions we came up with to solve those problems.At first look, photographing weddings looks
like the very best way to break into professional photography. A large percentage of brides want
professional quality photo documentation of their wedding and many have sizable expendable
incomes. There are some brides who would think nothing of spending between three and five
thousand dollars to cover the event. I personally do not believe that most photographers in small
town situations will find too many brides willing to spend this much, but there are lots of brides
who will be willing to pay $1000 or more for complete coverage.The decision to enter wedding
photography should be made only after seriously considering the realities of weddings. All
brides hope that this will be a “once in a lifetime” thing and will not be happy with less than a first
class job that covers the entire day.The bride expects photographs that capture the storybook
feelings and emotions of the day with pictures of everyone she considers to be important. Even
though brides want that kind of coverage, they will be nervous, and some, when they get
nervous, become giggly and silly (or on the opposite side, mean and crabby!) and become so
engrossed with the wedding that they may not be willing to do what is needed to pose for
flawless photographs. Their emotions will be running high and they may have words with friends
and family. There may be strong disagreement between what the bride wants and what her
parents may want to pay for. They may want you to just do journalistic style photographs and not
want to cooperate with the photographer. The grooms may also be nervous and may be
somewhat embarrassed to be modeling in a tuxedo and therefore not be happy about being
photographed. Some men get downright hostile when they get nervous, and this (coupled with
too much to drink) can make the photographer’s job difficult to say the least.The worst thing is
that in spite of all the above, your failure to deliver what the client wants could very well result in
a visit to a lawyer who would sue you for many times the fee you were going to charge for your
services.My worst case would be a wedding I did where the bride and her mother had a terrible
fight resulting in the bossy mother telling off everyone from the priest to the organist. The
organist got mad and walked out. The bride had red eyes from crying and the groom was a little
too drunk to be in shape to model for great wedding shots. That wedding was one of the highest
grossing weddings I ever did, but only because of the people skills and pre planning that my wife
and I had done before the wedding.Why am I telling you this? Because you do not want to get
into this business unless you have strong people and photography skills, good equipment (both



primary and back up), a plan for all contingencies (which I will help you establish), an air tight
contract that states what you will provide and what the limit of your liability will be, a detailed
planning session that covers everything you are going to do and how you are going to do it with
the help of the bride and groom and the person who is paying for the services, the patience of
Job and the tenacity of a bulldog!You will be expected not to be bossy but to control the
situation, to be pleasant no matter how bad the wedding party is behaving and to deliver
technically perfect pictures of a snow white dress against a jet black suit with all shades of gray
in perfect order. This is not an easy thing, but if you cannot do this then the wedding business is
not for you.One last thing, if you are not willing to charge enough for your services, it is just not
worth it. Having said all of that, it is not impossible if you have a plan. Let’s work on the plan. For
the most part, the order of these steps is unimportant, but you need to do them all to have a
successful business. First Step: Get the needed equipment. Cameras: While there is still debate
about weather to use film or digital, in my opinion the war is over and digital is the clear winner
for weddings. The reasons are that many of the photographs you take at weddings will be taken
under less that ideal lighting conditions and may have backgrounds that are far from perfect.
Photoshop and other more reasonably priced programs make it possible for you to fix these
problems without having to spend a lot of money for retouching.Since many of today’s brides
want something of a journalistic approach to their weddings (remember that it is almost
impossible to do a great wedding job using only this approach) the number of shots taken at a
given wedding could well number over a thousand and many will not be used.This makes it
expensive to shoot film and the images will still have to be scanned in order to build the style of
album most brides want. A current trend is having available color, black and white, tinted, hand
colored, sepia, and other toned versions of the same picture. To do this with film would make the
cost unbelievable and the workload near impossible.Other reasons to go digital are the cost
savings realized by not having to spend a lot for professional film (about $6 a roll for quality
professional film) and the fact that digital processing is more reasonable than film processing.A
speaker at a recent photography convention summed it up by saying that digital is like an aspirin
that can get rid of photographic headaches. Having said that, should you already have a
sizeable investment in film cameras, most pro labs now have reasonable developing and
scanning services that would allow you to have it both ways.A little secret is that if you have a
knowledgeable technician in places like Sam’s Club, Costco, or Wal-Mart, they can scan to a
size of file that could be used for your weddings and at a ridiculously low cost per roll when you
don’t order prints.
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